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THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
Trump Stands Down Against Iran, U.S. Still in
Denial of the ‘New Middle East’

Well, here we are. We’re told the White House just pulled us back
from the brink of World War III. Make no mistake, what happened
this week was historic, but not in the way that Washington and its
punditry class are spinning it. For the first time ever, a state actor has
attacked the United States, and the US did not strike back. The region,
and the world, may never be the same. Welcome to the New Middle
East. Pg 1-7

The French Strike Shows Workers Need to
Deport the Oligarchy

As French rail workers braved the cold this Christmas, continuing to
strike, editors in the mainstream media were also busy -- making up
stories to distract from the class war! Pg 7-9

“Panic” in Israel as the ICC Takes “Momentous
Step” in the Right Direction
At long last, Fatou Bensouda, the Chief Prosecutor of the International
Criminal Court (ICC) has uttered the long-anticipated conclusion that
“all the statutory criteria under the Rome statute for the opening of an
investigation (into alleged war crimes in the Occupied Palestinian
Territories) have been met”.
Bensouda’s verdict has been in the making for a long time and should,
frankly, have arrived much earlier. Pg 9-10

Iran slaps the US in the face
after the murder of Martyr
Soleimani as Trump backs
down
Four days after the terrorist attack
which killed Martyrs Soleimani and
Al-Muhandis, the Islamic Republic
retaliated with missile attacks on at
least two military bases in Iraq where
US troops were present. The
retaliation was to be expected as
popular demands and expectations
were at an all-time high during the
three day long funeral procession. Pg
10-13

Clausewitz, Trump and
Soleimani
American politics is a continuation
of Israel’s wars by different means
The 19th century military philosopher
Carl von Clausewitz observed that war
is the continuation of politics by
different means. This is an apt
description of Iranian military strategy
and geo-political affairs. It is
consistent with the rationale that
guided General Qasem Soleimani for
the last two decades. Pg 13-14

Additional Articles
Sarah Abed: US Assassination of
Gen. Soleimani Another Chapter
in Washington’s Book of Lies: Pg
14-15

Iran’s Hero Has Fallen, Leaving
the World a More Dangerous
Place: Pg 15-17
No Shame, No Honor, No Heart:
Pg 17-19
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Tuesday evening east coast time, to issue new threats against Iran,
US President Donald Trump
vowing to increase Washington’s
went silent for most of the
policy of “maximum pressure”
evening, giving no press
with more crippling economic
conference or televised address sanctions against Tehran (even
to the nation. All he could
though the country is already
manage on this occasion was a practically under a full economic
typically glib remark followed embargo). Emissaries Vice
by the usual tub-thumping on
President Mike Pence and
Source:
Secretary of War Mike Pompeo,
https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/01/0 Twitter.
9/trump-stands-down-against-iran-butand other surrogates, then took
still-in-denial-of-this-new-middle-east/
Donald J. Trump
to media, all insisting that the
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/st White House was only doing
By Patrick Henningsen
atus/1214739853025394693
this in order to bring Iran “back
to the negotiating table” for a
In the early hours of Wednesday "All is well! Missiles launched
new nuclear deal to replace the
morning, the Islamic Republic of from Iran at two military bases
current international JCPOA
Iran fired some 22 missiles,
located in Iraq. Assessment of agreement which Trump trashed
hitting two US military
casualties & damages taking in May 2018 at the behest of
installations located in Iraq’s
place now. So far, so good! We Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu.
Anbar province and in Erbil,
have the most powerful and well Trump now wants a new deal
Iraqi Kurdistan. According to
equipped military anywhere in which features a prohibition on
US and Iraqi officials, the
the world, by far! I will be
Iran’s medium range missiles,
missiles caused no casualties.
making a statement tomorrow and after events this week, it’s
US reports claim the American
morning."
obvious why. Wednesday’s
troops were hiding in bunkers
missile strike by Iran
before the missiles landed,
Later that morning, Trump stood demonstrates that the US can no
following a tip off from their
behind the White House podium. longer operate in the region so
“early warning” missile
Many were expecting him to
long as Iran has the ability to
detection system, although it’s announce that the US would
extend its own deterrence
more likely that the US received respond to Iran’s attack on US
envelope westwards to Syria,
a phone call giving a 30 minute assets by retaliating in a
Israel, and southwards to the
warning from officials in Iran
“disproportionate manner” –
Arabian Peninsula, and that
via Washington’s intermediary just as he had promised only
includes all US military
channels in Baghdad and
days earlier. Instead Trump
installations located within that
Switzerland. Still, CNN reported stood down, announcing that the
radius. This new reality should
with typical national security
US would not respond militarily. signal the beginning of the end
gusto, “US intelligence satellites
of US hegemony in the Middle
had picked up signs of a heat
The Sanctions Delusion East, but unfortunately for the
signature from Iran, suggesting
people of the region, Washington
the country had just launched
seems determined to go kicking
The Middle East, America,
short-range ballistic missiles.”
and screaming towards this
Europe, and the world, all
inevitable conclusion.
breathed a sigh of relief, with
It seemed like a wider war was
many surprised that this US
well and truly on. And then
President had not come good on If this was a geopolitical IQ test,
suddenly it wasn’t.
his own wild and flippant threats then this Administration just
made earlier. After proclaiming failed. Any expectations on
When news of the Iranian
‘victory,’ Trump then proceeded Washington’s part that punitive
missile strike hit the headlines
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sanctions combined with threats have the stomach to finish what December 29, 2019, when the
of military force will somehow they had just started. Even with US bombed five Iraqi military
‘bring Iran back to the table’ is the “most powerful military on bases housing Iraqi PMUs,
really a fools errand, and shows earth,” as Trump boasts,
killing 30 Iraqi servicemen and
the amateurish way in which this Washington’s fervent hawks still wounding a further 50, and once
confused clique is conducting its couldn’t overcome the new and again, the US falsely claimed
foreign policy. Any decent
emerging structural realities of that all of their targets were
undergrad student can tell you this New Middle East.
“Iranian militia.” This act
how basic game theory dictates
triggered a massive protest by
that ‘maximum pressure’
Iraqis, and the friends, family
Intelligence in Short
campaign and subsequent
and comrades-in-arms of dead
Supply
military threats – only
PMUs – targeting the US
guarantees that Iran will give
Embassy compound located in
The dangerous tit-for-tat began
zero concession to Washington.
Baghdad’s Green Zone.
on December 27, 2019, when a
Still, Trump and his motley
Predictably, US officials claimed
mysterious rocket barrage hit the
outfit of former Tea Party and
to have more “intelligence” that
K1 joint US-Iraqi base near
next generation Neocon ‘expert’
the embassy protest was
Kirkuk, reportedly killing an
advisors, with various and
somehow organized by Iran and
American defense contractor,
sundry arms salesmen in tow –
Washington’s newest premier
one Iraqi police officer, while
will happily carry on with the
villain, Iranian Quds Force
wounding a further four US
gag, not just because they lack
leader, General Qasem
defense contractors and three
the ingenuity and the will to
Soleimani. Later, in the early
Iraqi Army officers. Up until
pursue any other policy path, but
hours (local time) of Friday
January 7th, there were no
because they are effectively held
January 3, 2020, the US
details – not even a name given
hostage by an anti-Iranian
government launched a drone
following the death of this
agenda which was conceived by
attack outside Baghdad
mysterious “American
Tel Aviv and rabidly backed by
International Airport which
contractor” in Kirkuk. It was
fundamentalist Christian
assassinated Soleimani, along
later quietly revealed that the
Zionists in the United States –
with senior Iraqi PMU
victim was an Iraqi who became
both of who Trump needs in
commander, Abu Mahdi ala naturalized US citizen, named
order to secure his own
Muhandis.
Nawres Hamid, employed as a
reelection in 2020.
linguist for private firm Valiant
According to statements issued
Integrated Services LLC.
More interesting though, is how
by the caretaker Prime Minister
Admittedly, not the Neocon’s
Washington’s leading war hawks
Adil Abdul Mahdi, Soleimani
ideal martyr for launching a new
all fell silent following Trump’s
may have been lured into a trap
chapter in Washington’s clash of
announcement that the US was
set by the United States,
civilizations crusade. After
effectively backing down from
possibly with the help of Saudi
rejecting calls by Iraqi
Iran’s missile strike. Even archArabia. Writer Kim Sengupta
leadership to investigate who
Neocon Lindsey Graham was
from The Independent explains
had actually fired the rockets,
fairly muzzled. Perhaps he was
this incredible twist in the story:
US officials claimed to have
expecting to realize his and
“intelligence” that the act was
former mentor John McCain’s
Iraq’s prime minister revealed
carried out by “Iranian militia”
life work of setting off an all-out
that he was due to be meeting
or Iraqi People’s Mobilization
war with Iran and Russia. What
the Iranian commander to
Units (PMUs) which the US
this really indicates is that in the
discuss moves being made to
crudely regard as “Iranian”
end, even the most bellicose proease the confrontation between
(even though they are actually
war voices in America did not
Shia Iran and Sunni Saudi
Iraqi). Retaliation came on
2
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Arabia – the crux of so much of
attack” on US targets in the
strife in the Middle East and Following these two acts of
region. Pentagon spokesmen
beyond.
aggression by the US on Iraqi
claimed there was unspecific
soil, PM Abdul Mahdi held an “intelligence” that Soleimani
Adil Abdul-Mahdi was quite emergency parliament session “was actively developing plans
clear: “I was supposed to meet where the government voted on to attack American diplomats
him in the morning the day he whether the US forces should
and service members in Iraq
was killed, he came to deliver a continue to be allowed to
and throughout the region.”
message from Iran in response operate in Iraq. This too was a Still, there is no sign of any
to the message we had delivered historic moment: finally, after 15 intelligence, or even a summary
from the Saudis to Iran.”
years, a resolution was passed briefing by the White House.
calling for the end of the US
The prime minister also
military occupation of Iraq.
“If Americans anywhere are
disclosed that Donald Trump “Iraqi priorities and the US are threatened we have all of those
had called him to ask him to increasingly at odds,” said the targets fully identified and I am
mediate following the attack on beleaguered but immobile Iraqi ready and prepared to take
the US embassy in Baghdad. Prime Minister.
whatever action is necessary,
According to Iraqi officials
and that particularly refers to
contact was made with a
Trump’s response to the will of Iran,” exclaimed the President.
number of militias as well as the Iraqi people was to threaten
figures in Tehran. The siege of Iraq with more economic
It’s worth noting that during his
the embassy was lifted and the sanctions should they move
2016 election campaign, Trump
US president personally thanked forward with plans to expel US had no idea who Soleimani was.
Abdul-Mahdi for his help.
troops, a neocolonial tantrum
People should be under no
which can only be translated as a illusion that Trump is any less
There was nothing to suggest to direct attack on Iraqi
clueless now as he was then, the
the Iraqis that it was unsafe for sovereignty. So much for
only difference now being that
Soleimani to travel to Baghdad America’s mission to promote he’s surrounded by a gaggle of
– quite the contrary. This
freedom and democracy in Iraq. advisors whose own credentials
suggests that Trump helped lure
should really be questioned after
the Iranian commander to a Both of these violent US
this whole debacle.
place where he could be killed. provocations seemed sure to lead
to a chain of escalation events In a way which you can only do
Of course, the US has
which could have easily locked when you’ve got the moral high
vehemently denied that any of Washington, Tehran, and their ground, Iranians took the PR
this is true, but it makes sense. respective allies into the fait
initiative following Trump’s
For US drones to accurately
accompli of a wider
self-owning comments, with
target Soleimani, it would
multinational war. In an
Iranian cleric, Shahab Moradi,
require a series of hand-offs and impressive Orwellian stroke,
saying that Iran might ‘struggle
accurate spotting, aided by the President Trump went on to
to hit-back’ at a comparable US
target possibly letting their guard claim that the double
hero to General Soleimani, as
down momentarily. If this is
assassination was somehow
the US only has “fictional”
what really happened, then it
justified because Soleimani was heroes. “Think about it. Are we
shows the underhanded lengths a “terrorist.” He continued to lay supposed to take out Spiderman
at which Washington is willing it on thick, saying that the killing and Sponge Bob?”, quipped
to go in order to provoke war,
of “sick monster” Soleimani
Moradi.
something which everyone
saved ‘a lot of lives’ and that
should be alarmed about.
Soleimani “was planning a big Unaware of the rising tide of
3
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irony surrounding him, Trump presented by US officials to
took to Twitter again, this time back up these dramatic claims
Washington’s War on
threatening to incinerate many of by the President and the
Reality
Iran’s 5,000 year-old culture
Pentagon. The public is simply
heritage sites. To even threaten expected to take their word for
Trump and the US war lobby
such action is regarded as a total it. This has prompted previously
continued to lay on the moxie,
abrogation of international laws unheard of calls – made by US
saying ‘no one will mourn
and norms, although very much mainstream media pundits – for
Solemani’s passing.’ Those
in line with the savage scorched Washington to please reveal
propaganda lines quickly
earth methods of ISIS. Indeed, what evidence they actually have
evaporated when scenes
interesting company Trump
to justify US military actions
emerged from Iran, showing
finds himself with.
over the last two weeks. Despite
millions of Iranians taking to the
numerous requests from media
streets
In a fit of bombast, Trump went and by members of the House
(https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/worldon to steal a leaf from NBC’s
and Senate, no such explanations news/millions-soleimanis-funeraldisgraced anchor, Brian
are forthcoming. This opaque
replacement-vows-21224203) in
Williams, extolling the virtues of approach by the White House
multiple cities, in what is now
the Pentagon’s “beautiful
caused US Senators Mike Lee regarded as one of the largest
equipment” thanks to “Two
(R-UT) and Rand Paul (R-KY) televised funeral processions in
Trillion Dollars” provided by
to come out in sharp opposition world history.
the US taxpayer (and the Federal to the White House
Reserve’s magic QE money
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
As the week went on, all official
tree).
v=BH0BesSzRU4), citing the fact US statements were laced with
that Trump had used the same familiar propaganda talking
Donald J. Trump
flimsy 2002 Authorization of
points, all clearly designed to
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/st Force which Bush used to
lend justification to US
atus/1213689342272659456
illegally invade and occupy Iraq. involvement in the previous
They were joined, somewhat, by military actions. The most
"The United States just spent
Matt Gaetz (R-FL) in the House egregious of these was the fable
Two Trillion Dollars on Military
who called for a new War
that Iran’s General Solemani was
Equipment. We are the biggest
Powers Resolution to check
a “blood thirsty terrorist.” Like
and by far the BEST in the
executive power, although
all good propaganda, it’s main
World! If Iran attacks an
House members did not come
purpose is to conceal a truth
American Base, or any
close to censuring the President. which is diametrically opposed
American, we will be sending
After attending a classified
to the official government
some of that brand new
briefing on Iran, Senators Lee narrative. In this case, US
beautiful equipment their
and Paul revealed how Trump’s officials are desperate to hide the
way...and without hesitation!"
team ordered Senators “not to
fact that not only was Qasem
debate” the justifications to go Solemani not a terrorist, but he
Undoubtedly, these are the
to war with Iran, and that the
was actually a leading force in
words of a raving lunatic, and
White House will decide when the fight against ISIS and Al
Americans might do well to
and where to go to war without Qaeda, in Iraq and Syria. Unlike
seriously consider whether or
consulting Congress. Lee called US forces who were
not he is mentally fit to hold a
it, “the worst briefing I’ve seen, intentionally kept well-away
chief executive position in the
at least on a military issue,” and from ‘engaging’ with ISIS and
US government.
called “insulting” to the
Al Qaeda, Solemani led the fight
constitutional prerogative of
on the ground, while the US
Throughout all of this, no
Congress.
flew what can only be described
evidence has ever been
4
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as three years of largely
and would result in Lebanon’s Now the whole world knows
meaningless air sorties, before Hezbollah forces firing rockets what only a few elite wargamers
eventually swooping in the final into Israel. In effect, Iran was
in the West knew, but what many
days of the Iraqi battles to hit
treating the US and Israel as one leading eastern analysts outside
actual targets at the request of entity in this fight. This warning of America have known for quite
the Iraqi military, and of course was most certainly headed by
some time – that from a
taking credit for “defeating ISIS” Israeli Benjamin Netanyahu,
geostrategic perspective, the US
as Trump has done ad nauseum. who quickly walked-back his
cannot ‘win’ a war against Iran
Of course, Iraqis, Iranians and hawkish stance on Iran,
in the New Middle East. Nor
Syrians know the real story –
suddenly informing his Security could Israel protect itself from
that it was the Iraqi PMUs – the Cabinet that Israel ‘must not be its exposure on all sides.
very ones which Washington
dragged into Soleimani killing.’ Because of these two physical
insists are “Iranian militias” and From a strategic perspective, this realities, Trump had no choice
“terrorists” – who played the
was a pivotal moment, and
but to back down.
decisive role in the defeat of
showed just how exposed Israel
ISIS in Iraq. So it was the
and the US are in the region, but Moreover, it was Iran who was
PMUs, the Syrian Army, Iranian also how impotent their Gulf
the rational actor, and
special forces, Hezbollah,
allies are in the event of a wider Washington DC who
Russian forces, along with
war with Iran and its allies.
demonstrated through their own
Kurdish Peshmerga (Iraq) and
unhinged and chaotic demeanor
YPG militants (Syria), who
That’s not to say Washington or – that they were the irrational
collectively did all of the heavy Israel will not return to attack or actor.
lifting in the battle against ISIS draw Iran into another round of
from 2014 to 2017. The US did fighting, but a precedent has
Once hostilities abated, Israeli
distinguish itself though, but not now been set whereby Iran is
hawks took to the media to
in a positive way, by racking up now dictating the pace of
reiterate the ‘certainty’ of war
record civilian casualties during exchange, and not the US. This with Iran, led by Brig. General
carpet bombing campaigns over means the US will face
Ilan Lavi, former Deputy Head
Mosul and Raqqa, a fact which increasing difficulty in
of the Northern Command, who
is now well-documented
predicting and plotting
warned that if US leaves the
(https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/new outcomes. A similar effect has region, then Israel will
s/2019/05/us-coalition-admission-of- taken hold in Syria after the
eventually go to war with Iran.
1300-civilian-deaths-in-iraq-andentrance of Russia in the fall of What’s he’s not saying is that
syria/) by numerous international 2015. History’s actors are many, this would automatically pull the
organizations.
and more diverse now.
US back into the fray anyway,
leaving us neatly back at square
Another critical detail which has Fortunately for the world, Trump one. What Lavi and others are
been conveniently ignored by
did not follow through with his reticent to address, is the two
US media, but was almost
threats made just days earlier to underlying bones of contention
certainly noted by government ‘hit back harder’ at Iran.
in this story, namely illegal
officials, was a statement said to
Israeli expansion and its
be issued by Iran’s Tasnim
In the end, his bark was worse continuation of the brutal
News which quoted Iranian
than his bite, but his assent
apartheid regime and systematic
officials who warned that any
merely reflects the Pentagon’s ethnic cleansing campaign being
US retaliation against Iran’s
own strategic assessments on an waged against the native
strikes against US targets in Iraq US war with Iran, concluding
Palestinian Arab population.
will be regarded as “a threat to that the US couldn’t win should Both are central to grievances of
widen the conflict and bring
that conflict go the distance.
Palestinians, Lebanese, Syrians,
Iran’s regional allies into play,”
5
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Turks, Iraqis, and Iranians.
state, and still disturbing to
Still, Trump is declaring this as a "Former acting CIA DIR Morell watch US officials and their
victory for US power, spinning tells CBS he thinks direct attacks media stenographers continually
from Iran on US forces are over recycling talking points designed
his retreat as a “win” for a
hapless base at home. Supporters for now depending on what to justify their own questionable
POTUS does but “what’s not military actions, but also which
(and bot accounts) have
over is the covert war and I still leaves the door wide open for a
swarmed social media,
think
that down the road we will future military confrontation
imploring Americans to show
see an Iranian terrorist attack with Iran and its allies.
their appreciation to the Dear
against a senior official”"
Leader ‘for side-stepping
WWIII’ … even after he nearly
A New Middle East
single-handedly started it. This Readers should consider how in
bit of counterintuitive #QAnon the current hysterical
The following day, Trump
environment, rife with
and #MAGA wizardry is a bit
remarked at a press conference
like congratulating an arsonist unfounded speculation and
how he thinks that NATO should
for helping put out a fire which fabricated ‘intelligence’ (now
be expanded to include Middle
he’s responsible for starting in the norm in Washington), any
East nations in the alliance. It’s
third-party actor could target an
the first place. Sadly, this
not hard to guess who he’s
inverted cult-like thinking passes US official, with a narrative
referring to. Trump wants to call
planted by the US political
for esoteric wisdom in proit, “NATOME.” Perhaps Trump
establishment and its media
Trump online circles, as
feels the US can no longer
arms, all of which has already
followers cling to the
manage on its own, or that
been preemptively blamed on
mythological belief set of
they’ll need western replacement
Iran. It’s happened before in
MAGA cultists which
forces to help balance against
dogmaticly believes that Trump history, most notably at the onset Iran and Syria, and also Russia.
of WWI, with the assassination
is a supremely rational actor
More than anything, this should
who is playing an uber-advanced of Arch Duke Franz Ferdinand. indicate a lack of American
geopolitical game of ‘5D chess.’ In this era of power politics and confidence regarding events of
entangled alliances, the danger
Funny enough, their fantasy
the past few weeks. Of course,
projections lead nicely to more of such an event triggering a
NATO would be a disaster if it
agit-prop talking points seeded World War III scenario should expanded in the Middle East.
be of serious concern.
by the CIA and their media
One only has to look at Turkey’s
adjuncts at CNN, both keen on
own precarious situation and its
leaving future escalation on the The most dangerous aspect of
awkward relationship with the
the last two weeks is the
table vis-à-vis Iran. Former
US as a result. Any more Article
proliferation of lies and
acting director of the CIA,
5 death spiral alliances will only
fabricated ‘intelligence’ claims
Michael Morell told CNN’s
invite additional problems and
passive inquisitor, Jake Tapper, which have been replete
with that, the heavy hand of the
throughout all US statements
that Tehran will soon be
US providing another
relating to Iran. Likewise, the
targeting high-ranking US
unwelcome ‘solution.’ Trump is
US continues to wage a
officials in revenge for the
trying to apply yesterday’s
devastating program of
killing of General Soleimani.
solutions to today’s reality. It
economic warfare against the
Just like that, a new official
won’t work, and Europe will not
conspiracy theory was injected people of Iran, while telling the be on board with it either.
into the national conversation. western public that it’s really
just to punish “the regime.” It’s
Back in 2006, US Secretary of
the same broken record of
Jake Tapper
State Condoleezza Rice laid out
https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/12 invented crimes by the Iranian
her vision of a “New Middle
14920085955055616
6
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East,” with the stated aim of
eliminating the Hezbollah
resistance forces, thereby
boosting Israeli power in order
to “reshape” the region
according to US designs.
Unfortunately for these Neocon
visionaries, the opposite is now
happening, and there’s nothing
the US can do about, other than
play a spoiler’s role.

There is a New Middle East
taking shape, only it’s not the
one Condoleezza had in mind.
Rather, this one is being led
Arab and Persian nationalist
states, allied with Russia and
China. The longer the US and its
allies stand in denial of this new
reality, the longer the West’s
tired old feedback loops will
continue, all much to the
deteriment of residents of the
region, and American taxpayers
back at home.

For these and other reasons,
what happened yesterday was
historic, and signals one of the
most significant realignments of The French Strike
the post-World War II era,
Shows Workers
alongside the equally significant
watershed moment where Russia Need to Deport the
entered the Syrian War in
Oligarchy
October 2015, both of which
have changed the geopolitical
Source:
face of region away from its
https://ahtribune.com/world/europe/37
previous crypto-colonial status
93-french-strike-deport-themanaged by the US, Britain and
oligarchy.html
France, and the West’s local
enforcers, Israel and Saudi
By Gearóid Ó Colmáin
Arabia. That was the old Middle
East.
The front page of Ouest France
ran a story about how the NGO,
In theory, these new
SOS Mediterranean was also
developments should foster a
working through Christmas. It
healthier balance of power in the showed a boat of migrants from
region and globally, but the
Africa being helped onshore by
potential benefits may still be
another elite-funded NGO
offset by the faltering Faustian Medecins Sans Frontière. Why
pact between the Washington, this focus on migrants at a time
London and their Anglowhen the domestic population is
American mideast beachhead, engaged in the biggest revolt
Israel. Continuing this
since 1968?
geopolitical train wreck only
ensures that any solution to the What the media is not telling
Palestinian crisis will be kicked readers is that the same people
further down the road, along
who bombed and destroyed
with the Golan Heights issue, a Libya in 2011, imposed IMF
sure recipe for more conflict and debt and neoliberal regimes on
strife.
African countries, are now
trafficking migrants into Europe
7

to drive down the price of labor.
First, Western elites destroy
developing countries; then
they use the victims of these
wars as social engineering
weapons against their own
working class.
From a ruling-class perspective,
it’s abundantly clear: “You can
continue to protest about your
wages, the cost of living and
dwindling pension funds all you
want. We are importing millions
of dirt-cheap wage slaves to
replace you and they won’t
complain because we’ll
engineer them to be perfectly
submissive.”
The tragedy of class struggle in
France is the lack of leadership.
For example, the CGT has, at
least since the 1970s, functioned
more as an appendix of class
rule than an organization that
serves workers. The French
Communist Party, since
embracing Soviet revisionism in
the 1960s, has morphed into a
dull talk shop for ideologically
bankrupt intellectuals and
students. Other major unions
such as Force Ouvrière were
actually formed by the CIA
during the Cold War to weaken
the French Communist Party.
Major leaders on the left
collaborate with the Macron
regime. For example, François
Ruffin was recently exposed as a
government agent when a
telephone conversation he had
with President Macron was
leaked on the Internet. In the
conversation, Ruffin and Macron
were organizing a mise-en-scène
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whereby Macron would visit a Identity politics and ecologism fact, if the strike continues, it
factory and Ruffin would be
have completely taken over
could even militate in favor of
there playing the role of the
working-class movements. Right the ruling class.
“workers opposition”. It should now in France, there is a
have been the end of Ruffin’s
dangerous political vacuum.
Because the leaders of the labor
career but for so many people
Most “nationalist” parties have movement do not explain to
who identify with left-wing
been taken over by Zionists and workers the purpose of the eliteideology, reality and truth are the Free Masons and there is,
funded agendas turning their
least of their concerns.
therefore, no real political
society into a rubbish dump of
leadership of the Yellow Vest
zombies -- infinite debt and the
Ruffin said: “I think that if we movement.
entire gamut of social
think about strategy, you need to
degeneracies that come from a
be strongly challenged, and
There will be no solution to this debt-ridden society need to be
publicly, by Ecopla’s employees, economic crisis. The very idea the issues at the forefront of any
it will be an episode. And then, of pensions and organized labor radical movement.
you respond to them by saying: is disappearing. Soon, we will
‘I’m ready to go to the factory, have as many old people in
Having nowhere to turn, workers
and there’s a second episode.’” Europe as young. That means
in desperation strike. The strike
there will be no more pensions is perfectly justified; it is all they
Macron: “Okay. Okay (...) One: for working-class people. The can do. But all is not enough.
we have an exchange about the wealthy don’t need state
Demonstrations and strikes will
dossier. Two: we keep you
pensions. They have unlimited not bring about a revolution.
informed of progress. Three:
money and will live off a
What France needs now is a
you, you stop me publicly. Four: fraction of the interest on their genuinely patriotic party which
we agree upon a travel date
investments. Workers at
puts French workers first; stops
together. On October 5, or in
retirement age will be forced to imperialist wars; stops
late September—and we see how do menial, low-paid jobs and
immigration; stops the bourgeois
we communicate on it together.” when they are sick, they will be nonsense about “saving the
encouraged to consider
planet”; stops promoting
As for the leader of La France euthanasia. In fact, it is not an infanticide and starts promoting
Insoumise Jean-Luc Mélenchon, exaggeration to say that once
the family as the basic and most
he has recently gained slightly in euthanasia is promoted and
important unit of society. Only
credibility after he was attacked becomes the norm, it will be
when that happens will there be
by the French Jewish lobby,
considered unethical for the
anything approximating a
CRIF, for blaming their British elderly to want to live. So, there revolution.
equivalent for the defeat of
will be no more pensions. There
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn in will no more organized labor
When you have a government
Britain’s recent general election. either.
which upholds the natural family
However, these kinds of antics
as the basic unit of society, you
won’t change the fact that the
As organized labor is led by
have a government which
working class doesn’t vote for globalists, strikes tend to
recognizes love as the most
petty-bourgeois Trotskyites;
exasperate many of the young important social value.
what the working class in every entrepreneurs, middle-class
Therefore, all market relations
country craves is a genuinely
managers and other independent will be subordinated to the
nationalist alternative to the New laborers who can’t get to work. material and spiritual wellbeing
World Order; and almost every The strikes don’t really hurt the of that unit, from the new-born
leftist party out there is antiruling elite because there is no baby to the eldest among us.
working- class.
effective political leadership. In
8
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If I were dictator of France, I
would employ all the migrants
as shipbuilders. Then, I would
use them to round up the
globalist elites and their leftist
collaborators and send them all
in ships to Africa to rebuild the
countries they have destroyed.
Then the headlines would be
different: “French workers
cheer as African migrants send
ships full of oligarchs to Africa
for forced labor!”

“Panic” in Israel as
the ICC Takes
“Momentous Step”
in the Right
Direction

diplomatic, political and
financial clout to ensure Israel
emerges unscathed from its
latest legal scuffle?

unprecedented opportunity of
holding Israel accountable.

As soon as the ICC issued its
statement, news reports surfaced
There is little doubt that Michael conveying a sense of “panic” in
Lynk, the United Nations
Israel. The Times of Israel
Special Rapporteur for the
reported that an Israeli
situation of human rights in the government meeting to discuss
Palestinian territory, is
the ICC decision was held
absolutely right: A formal ICC shortly after, with the aim of
criminal investigation into war considering a proper response,
crimes in Palestine is a
including the possibility of
“momentous step forward in the preventing ICC investigators
quest for accountability”.
from reaching Israel.

He is also correct in his
assessment, published in the
United Nations Human Rights
Officer of the High
Commissioner website, that
“accountability has, until now,
been largely missing in action
Source:
https://dissidentvoice.org/2020/01/pani throughout the 52-year-old
c-in-israel-as-the-icc-takesoccupation.”

This is eerily familiar. Israel has
denied entry to — or refused to
cooperate with — international
investigators and observers on
many occasions in the past.

Following a UN planned
investigation into alleged Israeli
war crimes in the Palestinian
momentous-step-in-the-right-direction/
refugee camp of Jenin in 2002,
I would go even further and
the Israeli government quickly
By Ramzy Baroud
expand the timeline of the
moved, and, sadly, succeeded in
missing accountability to include blocking the investigation
The ICC preliminary
the two decades prior to the
altogether.
investigations into Israeli war
Israeli occupation of East
crimes began back in 2015.
Jerusalem, the West Bank and It has done so time and again,
Since then, many more such war
the Gaza Strip. Otherwise, how often demonizing the very
crimes have been committed,
is one to account for the ethnic individuals entrusted with the
while the international
cleansing of Palestine in 1947- mission of examining the
community persisted in its moral
48, the numerous massacres and illegality of Israel’s behavior in
inertia.
other wanton killings that
the context of international law.
accompanied and followed those Well-respected judges and
The ICC statement, issued on
defining years, or the fact that international law experts, such
December 20, asserted that the
Israel was never held
as Richard Goldstone, Richard
court saw “no substantial
accountable for its violations of Falk, and John Dugard, were
reasons to believe that an
international and humanitarian vehemently attacked by Israeli
investigation would not serve
laws between 1948 and 1967? officials and media and, by
the interests of justice”.
extension, by the US
That issue notwithstanding, the government and media as well.
But can the “interest of justice”
Palestinian Authority and all
be served while the United
political parties in Palestine
Israel has managed to survive
States government continues to
should exploit this
dozens of United Nations
wield a massive stick, using its
9
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Resolutions and countless legal
reports and indictments by the
UN and all UN-affiliated
organizations, largely because of
blind and unequivocal American
support, which has shielded
Israeli war criminals from ever
answering to their horrific
actions in Palestine.

Netanyahu, himself accused of
carrying out numerous war
crimes against Palestinians, the
largest US aid package to a
foreign country in modern
history, a whopping $38 billion
over the course of ten years.

whole. There is little doubt that
some joint Israeli-American
effort is already underway to
develop strategies aimed at
countering, if not altogether
dismissing, the ICC
investigation.

This is not a new phenomenon,
where the US enables Israeli
“Remember, it was (thencrimes and simultaneously
Secretary of State) Hillary
shields Tel Aviv from any
Clinton who took pride in the
accountability for these crimes
fact that she personally killed
before the international
the Goldstone Report,” said US community. All US
author, Norman Finkelstein, in a administrations, whether
recent interview with the news Republican or Democrat, have
website Mondoweiss
honored the same sinister
(https://mondoweiss.net/2019/12/the- maxim, thus ensuring Israel,
icc-will-likely-throw-out-palestinesliterally, gets away with murder.

It is clear that justice for
Palestinians in the face of Israeli
aggression, itself fueled by
unconditional American support,
is not at all possible if it is not
accompanied by regional and
international unity, and a clear
and decisive decision by all
parties concerned that Israel,
once and for all, must pay for its
military occupation, racist
apartheid laws, protracted siege
case-for-war-crimes-normanon Gaza, and the many
finkelstein-says/).
A particular case in point was in massacres in between.
2001, when 28 Palestinian and
The Goldstone report was issued Lebanese survivors of the 1982 Without this kind of
in the wake of the Israeli war on Sabra and Shatila massacre
international will, the ICC
Gaza in 2009, dubbed
attempted to try, in a Belgian
investigation could become
‘Operation Cast Lead’. The
court, late Israeli leader and
another sad case of justice
campaign of intimidation and
accused war criminal, Ariel
denied, a non-acceptable option
pressure on Goldstone,
Sharon. Intense American
for any justice-seeking
personally, has forced the once pressures and a brazen
individual, organization, and
respected judge to retract his
intimidation campaign, targeting government anywhere in the
accusations of Israeli war crimes the Belgian government and the world.
and the deliberate targeting of judicial system, resulted in the
civilians.
dismissal of the case in 2003. To Iran slaps the US in
deny Israel’s victims the
While Clinton did her part in
the face after the
opportunity to seek justice
torpedoing the Goldstone
everywhere in the country,
murder of Martyr
Report, former US President,
Belgium revised its very law, to
Barack Obama, according to
the satisfaction of Israel and the Soleimani as Trump
Finkelstein, went to great
United States.
backs down
lengths to “neutralize
international law against
The high level of the ICC
Source: https://thesaker.is/iran-slapssettlements and other Israeli
investigations places the legal
the-us-in-the-face-after-the-murder-ofcrimes in the occupied
martyr-soleimani-as-trump-backspush against Israel at a whole
territories”.
down/
new level. This is uncharted
Worse still, on September 14,
2016, Obama handed Israeli
Prime Minister, Benjamin

territory for Israel, the United
States, Palestine, the ICC and
the international community as a
10

By Aram Mirzaei
So on Wednesday night, on
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January 8th, at exactly the same investigate the site for the
had also threatened to turn the
time when the US conducted its attacks, and no pictures
US embassy into ashes should
terrorist attack four days earlier, whatsoever were released until they dare to attack Iran. This
the Islamic Revolutionary
at least 14 hours after the attack. was a show of force by the
Guards Corps launched their
Indicating that Washington was Resistance Axis – to show
missiles on the largest and most hiding something.
Washington’s allies that the
significant US military base in
entire region will be engulfed in
Iraq, Ain al-Assad where the US So why did Iran intentionally
fire if Iran is attacked directly. It
had gathered a large number of avoid killing US troops? The
was also reported that night that
its troops after evacuating many obvious reason for this- de
the IRGC had warned Qatar and
bases in Shia dominated areas escalation. But the ingenious
the UAE that any country that
around Baghdad. Ain al-Assad is part of the Iranian plan was to allowed its territory to be used as
located in the western Al-Anbar de-escalate the crisis without
a springboard for a US attack
province, and was the same base actually de-escalating it in
would be considered a legitimate
from which the drones that
public. Of course, the leadership target for Iran’s retaliation.
killed Martyrs Soleimani and Al- in Tehran aren’t so eager for a
Muhandis were launched. There war which will result in millions But like I mentioned in my latest
was also a second US base in
of lives lost, Iranians are still
article, the true revenge for Iran
Erbil that came under attack that traumatized by the 8 year brutal would not be to strike back
night.
Iran-Iraq war which caused the militarily, but to kick the US out
deaths of over a million Iranians. of the region. This was
According to reliable sources,
confirmed by the Supreme
the Iraqi prime minister Adel
The message was aimed to
Leader Ayatollah Khamenei
Abdul Mahdi was informed by achieve several goals, the first I when he held a speech on
Iran about the imminent attack mentioned above.
Wednesday morning:
and relayed the information to
the US forces who were
The second goal can be
“The talk of revenge and such
prepared in advance. The IRGC identified in the decision to
debates are a different issue.
attack was conducted with two attack the base in Erbil, to show For now, a slap was delivered
types of missiles – the Fateh 313 the US that its forces will not be on their face last night,”
and the Qiam types. These
safe in Erbil, and that they
Ayatollah Khamenei said in
Precision ballistic missiles
should not dare to think that they remarks broadcasted live on
targeted specific areas of the
can remain in their vassal state national television.
airbase and were deliberately
of Kurdistan.
aimed at avoiding casualties.
“What is important about
The idea was to only send a
The third probable goal was to confrontation is that the military
message to Washington and its send Israel and the Gulf states a action as such is not sufficient.
vassals: “Don’t test us because clear message. Throughout the What is important is that the
we can and will hurt you badly”. night it was reported by several seditious American presence in
Despite reports by Iranian state sources and outlets that
the region must end,” he said to
media about 80 casualties, a
Hezbollah had threatened to
chants of “Death to America” by
number reported to appease the launch attacks on Israel if the US an audience in Tehran.
domestic opinion, it is more
were to respond to Iran’s
likely that there were very few retaliations, while the Houthis in The Leader hailed the Iraqi
or rather zero casualties for the Yemen had threatened to launch parliament’s decision ordering
US occupation forces. However, their missiles on the Gulf states US troops to leave the country as
it should be noted that the US
that are harbouring US troops. well as the Iranian parliament’s
refused to allow any Iraqis to
Meanwhile the Hashd Al-Shaabi blacklisting of American forces
11
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as terrorists.
“This measure by the Majlis was
a very good blow. The Iraqi
parliament’s act for the
expulsion of America from Iraq
was also very good. May God
help them continue this path.”

inevitable expulsion from West “big missiles,” Trump spent the
Asia.
remainder of his speech
suggesting that under a new
The strike has also shown the
deal, Iran could become a “great
world and especially
country,” and could cooperate
Washington’s vassals in the
with the US on areas of mutual
region that the billions of dollars benefit.
spent on purchasing “the best
military equipment” in the world “ISIS [Islamic State, IS, ISIL] is
are useless as a deterrence
the natural enemy of Iran,” he
against the Islamic Republic.
said. “The destruction of ISIS is
This realization will push them good for Iran. And we should
to seek rapprochement with
work together on this and many
Tehran, and could even entice other shared priorities.”
countries to seek to purchase
Iran’s missiles.

“The Americans want Iraq to be
like the former idolatrous
regime in Iran or Saudi Arabia
today – a region full of oil to be
under their control so they can
do whatever they want – a
milking cow in the words of that
individual,” Ayatollah Khamenei
said in reference to US President Meanwhile, on Wednesday
Donald Trump.
afternoon, US president Donald
Trump held his speech in
“But the faithful elements and response to the attack. Speaking
the Iraqi youth and their
from the White House, Trump
Marja’iya (religious authorities) backed away from threatening
stood up to these scenarios and further strikes against Iran,
Haj Qassem assisted this vast
describing Tehran’s stand-down
front in the capacity of an active as “a good thing for all parties
adviser and an honorable
concerned.”
supporter,” the Leader added.
“Our missiles are big, powerful,
accurate, lethal and fast…The
fact that we have this great
military and equipment,
however, does not mean that we
have to use it.”

(Trump during the moment of the IRGC
missile attack)

I’m certain that any intelligent
person understood that Trump
got the message quite clearly. He
spent major parts of his speech
talking about the JCPOA and
other matters, and how “great”
the US economy is – neither of
those had anything to do with
the crisis. Many people surely
noticed how his tone changed –
Trump did, however, vow to
from previously threatening to
impose new economic sanctions destroy Iran’s cultural sites if
on the Islamic Republic, in
Iran responded, to suggest that
The Islamic Republic’s allies
addition to the thousand or so
Washington was hoping for
lauded the IRGC’s attack with already imposed since the US
negotiations, once more proving
statements of support from
withdrew from the Joint
many people’s points of Trump’s
Syria, Hezbollah, Hashd AlComprehensive Plan of Action total incompetence when it
Shaabi and Houthis. The Islamic (JCPOA, or Iran nuclear deal) in comes to diplomacy.
Republic’s moral victory and
2018. “These powerful sanctions
bravery during this crisis has
will remain,” he said, “until Iran Now that the Iraqi parliament
encouraged the region to muster changes its behavior.”
have voted for the expulsion of
enough courage to dare to speak
US forces, which can be seen as
of the Terrorist Empire’s
After boasting about America’s the first retaliation for Martyrs
12
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Soleimani and Al-Muhandis’
killings (the second one being
the IRGC’s attack), the US
occupation of Syria is also in
danger. Washington and its
pathetic vassals, unless they
wish to send their troops home
in coffins, will have to respect
Iraq’s decision or face the wrath
of the Iraqi resistance forces.

about 1000 miles apart. Despite context of such an Israel Iran
Israel’s relentless threats to
war, Iran together with its
attack Iran, it has never been
regional allies, is capable of
clear whether Israel has the
raining thousands of ballistic
military capacity to cause
missiles, cruise missiles and
significant damage to Iran. It
precision guided missiles on
isn’t clear how Israeli pilots are Israel. Such a development
supposed to cover the distance could wipe out Israeli cities in a
and fly undetected over Jordan, few days.
Syria or Iraq. Where, or how
would the Israeli plane refuel
Similar tactics were put into
The time when Washington can and so on. Israel has not
action by General Soleimani
just hit other countries and
managed to solve this logistical against American military forces
threaten them to stand down is military riddle. But it has been in the region. Iran may not share
over. The Empire has been
clever enough to grasp that
a border with the USA but pro
exposed and will no longer be pushing America into an all out Iranian Iraqi militias have
able to freely terrorize the region conflict with the Islamic
managed to surround and harass
without suffering consequences. Republic may provide a solution American forces in Iraq. Iran
One way or another the US will to the riddle. Despite the
also dominates the most strategic
be removed from West Asia,
competition (with Britain,
passes in the Persian Gulf
beginning with Iraq.
France and Germany), the USA through its Shia militias in
is Israel’s most subservient
Yemen.
colony.
It
has
been
happily
Clausewitz, Trump sacrificing its sons and daughters Yesterday’s Iranian attack on
and Soleimani on the Zionist altar for years. American air bases, showed that
Iran’s supreme leaders have also
General Soleimani devised
internalised Clausewitz’s
genius military tactics to counter philosophy. The attack was
both American and Israeli plans; measured. It was aimed at
although Israel doesn’t share a American military facilities and,
border with Iran, Iran assuredly according to reports, targeted
shares a border with Israel.
runways and empty facilities.
Deploying the Iranian
However, the attack was
Revolutionary Guards alongside conducted from Iranian territory
local pro Iran militias into areas and was openly claimed by the
of conflict allowed Soleimani to Iranian regime. It effectively
Source:
encircle the Jewish state within a conveyed Iranian determination
https://gilad.online/writings/2020/1/8/c wall of fierce resistance. Iran’s and firmness. However, it was
lausewitz-trump-and-soleimani
regional allies are superbly
measured enough to give
trained, ideologically and
Trump’s Administration an
By Gilad Atzmon
religiously motivated and they opportunity to climb down off
have the benefit of the rich
the tree it unwisely chose
As a superb military strategist
Iranian ballistic arsenal and
although it also gave the
Soleimani grasped that the
technology that can deliver
administration enough rope to
distance between A to B isn’t
lethal punishment to Israel in a hang itself if it insists on doing
necessarily identical to the
conflict. For some time, Israel’s so.
distance from B to A. Iran and
military elite and analysts have
Israel do not share a physical
had to accept that within the
The USA’s conflict with Iran is
border, Tehran and Tel Aviv are
13
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peculiar; it is irrational, it may
even border on madness.
America is no longer dependent
on the Gulf’s oil. Its general
strategy in the region has been
futile and self-defeating. Iraq
wants the American military out.
In Syria, American forces were
defeated. Russia is now taking
care of what in the past America
claimed to oversee and, in
practice, never did. One
wonders, what is it that America
is doing in Iraq, or in Syria?
Where is all of this leading?

biggest dangers to world peace.
The situation is so grim for
America that it can’t seem to
find the power within itself to
grasp its own self-imposed dark
limbo.

The only way to grasp
America’s bizarre operation is to
accept a reverse approach to
Clausewitz’ insight; American
politics is a continuation of
Zionist wars by different means.
America has given away its
world prestige for the Jewish
state. American politicians
Numerous academic studies
shamelessly pledge allegiance to
have established that American the Jewish state instead of their
foreign policy is dominated by own. They go out of their way to
the Israel Lobby. The
appease Jewish lobby groups,
devastating truth is that America whether it is the ultra Zionist
has been fighting Israel’s wars AIPAC or the controlled
for decades. Until now this has opposition Jstreet. The USA
entailed fighting inferior military won’t be the first superpower to
forces. But a battle with Iran
be destroyed by Zion
may prove far more
(https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/
suez-crisis-israel-wins-war-francecomplicated. Decades of
sanctions have made Iran into an and-britain-were-never-same-88866?
page=0%2C1). The problem is
independent technological
that a regional war involving
superpower. Iranian drone
America and Israel could make
technology is at least as
Extinction Rebellion irrelevant
advanced as that of Israel and
the USA and it leads in precision as these two destructive powers
could reduce our planet to dust
guided and cruise missiles.
Unlike American soldiers who in order to save their current
fight for Israel and are often fed leaders from their escalating
legal complications.
misleading intelligence by
Israeli sources, Iranians and
I have no doubt that many
local Shia militias are fighting
Americans
are aware of the
on their soil. The battle is
danger
ahead.
However, the
destined to be a challenge to the
matrix of Zionist power in
USA military and its
consequences are unpredictable. America has dismantled
Americans’ ability to call a
Surrounded by incompetence, spade a spade as that is
considered ‘anti-Semitic.’
Trump has made disastrous
decisions that have made
America and Israel into the
14

Sarah Abed: US
Assassination of
Gen. Soleimani
Another Chapter in
Washington’s Book
of Lies

Source:
https://en.farsnews.com/newstext.aspx?
nn=13981016000927

TEHRAN (FNA)- Sarah Abed,
writer and political
commentator, says the White
House’s claim that the terror
attempt on the life of Lieutenant
General Qassem Soleimani
would increase the US security
is another indication that the US
“war on terror” is entirely a
“facade”.
“Trump campaigned on ending
wars and advocated an America
first policy. However, after
unilaterally pulling out of the
JCPOA in 2018 and reinstating
harsh sanctions, tensions with
Iran have increased... If we do
go to war with Iran, the election
will be the least of our worries,”
Abed told FNA in an exclusive
interview.
Sarah Abed is an independent
journalist and analyst who writes
on a broad range of issues
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relating to the Syrian war,
Kurdish issues in Iraq and Syria,
as well as US policy in the
Middle East. She appears
frequently in international media
and speaks at universities.

bloody book of lies and
their reaction to this
manipulation, where terrorists assassination operation. Some
are revered and those who defeat welcomed the news, rejoiced,
them are vilified.
and praised President Trump’s
grave mistake. In their distorted
Q: How did you find Iraqi
view, the United States is the
people’s reaction to the
world police, protector of the
Below is the full text of the
assassination?
planet (maybe even the galaxy),
interview:
and the good guys. Critical
A: Some people will ignorantly thinkers however, question and
Q: Washington says the
cheer on the destruction of their read independent media, reject
presence of the US troops in Iraq own nation because they have propagandists that garnered
and Syria is to fight against
been sold a dream that the
public support for all of the
Daesh (ISIL or ISIS). If that is United States will bring them
previous wars, and do not
the case, why did the US forces “democracy and liberty”, but if support Trump’s provocations.
target General Qassem
history is any indication, that’s Trump campaigned on ending
Soleimani who was an iconic
not how this works. It’s hard to wars and advocated an America
anti-Daesh figure?
believe that people can forget
first policy. However, after
about the hundreds of thousands unilaterally pulling out of the
A: Fighting against Daesh and of deaths that resulted from the JCPOA in 2018 and reinstating
the entire “war on terrorism”
Iraq war, not to mention the
harsh sanctions, tensions with
façade are just the latest in a
devastating destruction because Iran have increased. The only
long list of lies and false pretexts of the nonexistent weapons of blessing in disguise could be
used by the American
mass destruction pretext. Even if quick deterioration in the
government and corrupt
a few dozen people went out
upcoming days forcing US
corporate media to manipulate yesterday and “danced in the
troops to leave Iraq and Syria,
the general public into
streets” like Mike Pompeo
which could help his election. If
supporting yet another illegal
mentioned in a tweet, that does we do go to war with Iran, the
and totally unnecessary war on not represent the entire Iraqi
election will be the least of our
an undeserving sovereign nation. people. Iraqi Prime Minister
worries.
If the truth were to get out that Adil Abdul-Mahdi said that the
the United States created and
assassination of an Iraqi military
Iran’s Hero Has
supported terrorists, the
commander is act of aggression
American public would be less against Iraq and the Iraqi people, Fallen, Leaving the
likely to blindly support another and assassinating Iraqi and
World a More
war where innocent people are foreign figures on Iraqi soil is a
Dangerous Place
killed, resources pillaged and
flagrant violation of Iraqi
plundered, infrastructure
sovereignty and a dangerous
destroyed, historical monuments escalation.
leveled, and entire cities turned
to rubble. The assassination of Q: How would Americans react?
IRCG Major General Qassem
Will that help Trump get reSoleimani a key figure in the
elected in November?
fight against Daesh and
subsequent claims by the Trump A: An individual’s global
administration that his death will political knowledge or lack
increase US security, is just
thereof and their preferred news
Source: https://offanother chapter in Washington’s sources are easily ascertained by guardian.org/2020/01/09/irans-hero15
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has-fallen-leaving-the-world-a-moredangerous-place/

others asked me to analyze.

The same applies to individuals:
people get murdered without
second thought, some quickly,
some very slowly and painfully.
Julian Assange is one of them,
being slowly tortured to death,
in front of the entire world,
despite legal and medical experts
protesting and demanding his
release.

I could not help but to define
what was done at the airport
outside Baghdad, Iraq, as a
They say he came from a
vulgar and brutal extra-judicial
humble background, and worked
killing.
himself up the ranks, becoming,
as many believe, the second
For the last two months, I have
most powerful man in Iran. They
been flying all over the world,
say he had the chance to become
writing about (and filming) all
the next Supreme Leader of the
those horrors that the Empire
The killing of Qasem Soleimani
country.
unleashed against the people
and others in Baghdad, was
with different cultures, living in quick and totally unexpected.
Whenever I visit Iran, I am told
various parts of the world.
how much he is loved by his
The facial expressions of U.S.
people. He became the symbol
The Middle East, China, Latin officials were absolutely
of resistance against the West;
America.
shocking: as if mafia bosses
the symbol of the strength and
were caught in a corner of some
dignity of the nation which was
It appears that all boundaries
filthy den by a bunch of amateur
attacked, colonized and starved
have been crossed. Washington journalists.
by several Western capitals.
and its NATO allies have lost all
restraint, shame and decency.
Unapologetically, they grinned
And now, Iran’s Quds Force
They actually never had much of at the lenses, suggesting: “So
commander Qasem Soleimani is
those, but now they have almost what? What are you going to do
no more. And the U.S.
none.
now? Challenge us? Us? We’ll
Commander-in-Chief, Donald
break your legs, or something…”
Trump, is proudly claiming
Everything appears to be
responsibility for his demise.
primitive, as in a badly directed And nobody, absolutely nobody
mafia film. If the rulers of the
really dares to challenge them!
The statement from the Pentagon
West do not like some country? Not yet. Not at this moment.
came promptly, and it was clear:
In that case they simply attack it,
starve and destroy it. As brutal It is one tested, bulletproof
"At the direction of the
as that. No U.N. Security
game. You destroy an entire
president, the US military has
Council mediations, no
country, or you kill a person, and
taken decisive defensive action
arguments, and no pretending
then you show your piece; your
to protect US personnel abroad
that there should be some legal well-maintained revolver, or
by killing Qasem Soleimani…
process.
two. You expose your guns and
This strike was aimed at
ugly row of teeth. You say, or
deterring future Iranian attack
It has been happening to Hong you suggest without
plans. The United States will
Kong, To Bolivia, Venezuela and pronouncing it: “You have a
continue to take all necessary
West Papua. It has also been
wife, and two daughters back
action to protect our people and
happening to Iran, as well as
home, don’t you? You don’t want
interests wherever they are
China and Russia, although
anything to happen to them,
around the world.”
those countries have proven to right?”
be much tougher to eliminate,
Defensive action…
than Washington’s planners
It is on that level, now. It is not
originally thought.
any better than that, don’t you
Almost immediately, RT and
By Andre Vltchek
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see?

many Afghan citizens,
It is a tremendous mistake to let
particularly those from Herat,
it literally ‘get away with a
If you defend yourself – you die; people who have absolutely
murder’.
your family dies. Or your family nothing left after the horrendous
members get violated. Or both. U.S./NATO occupation of the
A brave Iranian General has
country.
been murdered. Washington is
You like it? You don’t like it?
smiling provocatively, cynically.
You absolutely detested it? Who I worked in Afghanistan, and I It is sending vibes to all corners
cares! The Empire has guns. It is saw tremendous lines in front of of the world: “Stay on your
all it has.
the Iranian consulate in Herat. couches in front of television
Iran has even been deeply
sets. Be petrified. Do nothing.
The ability to kill and to rape. It involved in Latin America,
Or else!”
has become dumb, degenerate. It helping, building social housing
produces hardly anything of
in Venezuela, Evo’s Bolivia, and Yes, the world is scared. There
value. But it has millions of
elsewhere.
are reasons to be scared. But the
weapons, as well as a monstrous
world simply has to act.
propaganda machine.
And now, recently, it began
moving closer and closer to two These brutal, cowardly acts of
Now, seriously: what can Iran of Washington’s arch enemies: degeneracy and
do? What can a nation with
China and Russia.
fundamentalism/fanaticism
thousands of years of culture do?
committed by the Empire have
Therefore, it has been decided in to be stopped, sooner or later, in
Can it defend itself? Honestly, if the annals of Washington and the the name of our human race.
you think it can, then say it:
Pentagon: Iran has to be
Otherwise, soon, there will be no
how?
stopped; destroyed. At any price. humanity left!
Meaning, any price which would
If it retaliates, it could be erased have to be paid by the Iranian
No Shame, No
from the face of the earth. If it citizens.
Honor, No Heart
doesn’t do anything, it will lose
face, self-respect, as well as the I am convinced that this
purpose to continue with its
madness has to be stopped.
struggle for true independence
and its unique form of socialism. For Iran’s sake.
For years and decades, Iran has
been a thorn in the eye of the
West. Its allies have fought
against Western-injected
terrorism in Iraq, Syria and
Lebanon.

But also, because, if Iran is
ruined, destroyed like Iraq,
Libya or Afghanistan, someone
will be next. First, most likely,
Venezuela, and then Cuba. But
then, perhaps, most likely,
Russia or China, or both.

Iranian ally in Lebanon,
Hezbollah, has been defending The Empire will not stop by
the country against Israeli
itself.
invasions, while providing social
support to poor and needy
If not opposed, it will get more
citizens. Iran has been giving
and more emboldened.
jobs and temporary shelter to
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Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/noshame-no-honor-no-heart/5699982

By Renee Parsons
The entire world now knows, as
reported by the NY Times, that
President Donald Trump
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personally “opted for the most willing to kneel to the American
Americans anywhere are
extreme” option as he ordered Empire.
threatened, we have all of those
the assassination of Iranian Gen.
targets already fully identified,
Qaseem Souleimani. In an
Thin skinned and defensive,
and I am ready and prepared to
article entitled “As Tensions with Trump cannot stop bragging as
take whatever action is
Iran Escalated, Trump Opts for he exhibits no glimmer of
necessary.”
the Most Extreme Measure,” the empathy or understanding of the
Times reported that “Top
gravity that his decision has
The rationale for Soleimani’s
Pentagon military officials were wreaked upon his own country death is based on accusations as
‘flabbergasted’ at Trump’s
and the world. He seems
the world’s number one terrorist
decision” even as the level of
incompetent to grasp that his
and being responsible for
‘imminent’ attacks on US
bombastic speech only serves to hundreds of American deaths in
personnel was speculative and deepen the crisis. In response to pursuit of Iranian aggression.
unconfirmed. Other options
Iran’s “forceful; revenge”
Any claim of aggression by
identified were strikes on Iranian promise, Trump tweeted:
middle eastern countries glosses
ships or missile facilities or
over the fact that they are
against Iranian-backed militia
“….targeted 52 Iranian sites defending their homelands in
groups in Iraq.
(representing the 52 American opposition to US military
hostages taken by Iran many invasions. It is the US who are
It was further reported that
years ago), some at a very high the aggressors by invading a
“When Mr. Trump chose the
level & important to Iran & the country 6,000 miles away to
option of killing General
Iranian culture, and those
steal their natural resources and
Suleimani, top military officials, targets, and Iran itself, WILL BE to fight on behalf of creating
flabbergasted, were immediately HIT VERY FAST AND VERY Israeli hegemony throughout the
alarmed about the prospect of
HARD. The USA wants no more Middle East.
Iranian retaliatory strikes on
threats! “
American troops in the region. It
Does any Middle East country
is unclear if General Milley or In announcing the strike, Trump have the right of self defense
Mr. Esper pushed back on the
said:
when a foreign army invades
president’s decision.” VP Mike
their sovereign soil and what
Pence and Secretary of State
“We successfully executed a does it say when the world’s
Mike Pompeo, however, each
flawless precision strike that leading purveyors of war, death
representing the Prince of Peace, killed the Number One terrorist and destruction point the finger
argued for a hawkish response to
anywhere in the world.
to those fighting to defend their
“Iranian aggression.”
Soliemani was plotting imminent homeland? The truth is that
and sinister attacks on American every country where the US has
It is true that Iran has been a
diplomats and American
initiated conflict is no military
thorn in the US side since 1953 personnel but we caught him in threat to the US – until they are
when the CIA overthrew the
the act and terminated him.” invaded as they respond to
democratically elected
protect their home turf.
government of Mossadegh who And then:
refused to recognize the
Operating under the delusion
Empire’s right to steal Iranian
“We took action last night to that the US is still a respected
petroleum as he nationalized the
stop a war. We did not take world leader, Trump’s barbaric
country’s energy sector. Iran has action to start a war. We do not pre emptive assassination on
never been a military threat to
seek regime change. However Soleimani has all the markings
America and, like every other
Iran’s aggression in the region of an Israeli ‘quick and decisive’
middle east country, neither is it must end and it must end now. If hit used to liquidate the
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opposition. There is no longer
any pretense that the candidate
who promised no new
interventionist wars never meant
to include any conflicts that
might benefit Israel. It is
elementary that every conflict in
the Middle East benefits Israel.
As he talked the talk about no
new war to get elected, he has
not walked the walk as his
speech on Sunday to the VFW
National Conference proved.
While on one hand, Trump has
revealed a frightening
bloodthirsty side of his character
with his chosen method of
assassination 48 hours after the
assassination, he told the
veterans:
“I withdrew the US from a
horrible one sided nuclear deal
and Iran is not the same country
any more; that I can say. We’ll
see what happens but we’re
ready to make a real deal; not a
deal that was done by the
previous administration which
was a disaster“

always on military and military
strength. We are now
undertaking the greatest
rebuilding of the US military in
its history. We have secured
$700 billion for defense and
$716 billion next year. We’re
ordering 147 F35 Lightening
fighters. We make the best
military equipment in the world
and remember this = jobs. We’re
ordering 239 Apache and Black
Hawk helicopters, 19 major
Naval vessels and nearly 8,000
Humvees and humbees used by
our great soldiers…all made
right here in the USA and we’re
adding nearly 30,000 new
soldiers, sailors, airmen and
marines. America is a peace
loving nation. We do not seek
conflict but if conflict is forced
upon us, we will defend
ourselves and if we must, we
will fight and do nothing but
win.

Trump is living in a merciless
world of deep denial which is in
preference to human
compassion. He is woefully
uninformed about the last time
What on earth is he saying? Has the US “won” a war which was
he totally lost his mind? Does he WWII in 1945. He apparently
seriously believe that the
cares nothing about the cost
Iranians will sit down to
overruns and history of F35
negotiate a new nuclear deal
defects nor does the $4 – $7
with him or any other American trillion already spent on Middle
president?
East wars appear to keep him up
nights.
And then…
The truth is, since 2016, Trump
Trump began with a quote
has proven to be just another
representing two hundred year mediocre American President to
old thinking by President George be neutered by Israel, the IC and
Washington that ‘the best way to the neocons, many of whom he
preserve the peace is to be
brought into his administration.
prepared for war.’ My thinking is He has ceded his authority to the
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likes of Pompeo and Pence and
has proven to be easily
manipulated, unable to analyze
when he is being played,
including by his own family.
While others make excuses that
he is being lied to, it is time for
him to take adult responsibility
for his decisions. With an
inappropriately verbose
personality, Trump has proven
to have no backbone. We now
know that he also has no
honor, no courage and no
heart as he joins GW and
Obama in the ranks of the
Presidential War Criminals
Club.

